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BOSTON - USA

BRINGING A BOARDING BRIDGE FROM BARCELONA
TO BOSTON
Last month ADELTE was contracted by the Massachusetts Port Authority to deliver in 2020 a SPBB for its Raymond L. Flynn Black
Falcon Cruise Terminal. The HYDRA-type SPBB will be capable to operate with current and future new generation cruise vessels,
including those vessels with overhanging life boats, and the SPBB will replace the current system installed in 2001. The SPBB will be
designed and manufactured in Spain and will be transported completely assembled from the port of Barcelona to Boston.

SOUTHAMPTON – UK

TWO HYDRAS FOR
IONA
ABP Southampton is currently upgrading its
Ocean Terminal in order to accommodate P&O’s
newest cruise ship Iona when it debuts in May
2020. ADELTE has been contracted by ABP
Southampton

last

summer

to

design,

manufacture and deliver two HYDRA SPBBs for
the Ocean Terminal. The new SPBBs will be similar
to the units ADELTE delivered in 2017 for the QE
II Cruise Terminal with the exception that the new
units will have a drive system supported by
bogies and wheels. This is ADELTE’s fifth large
project at the port having delivered a total of five
SPBBs to the cruise terminals since 2001.
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PORT CANAVERAL – USA

LOOKING FORWARD
TO MARDI GRAS
ADELTE

will

deliver

by

the

end

of

2019

two

symmetrical SPBBs to the new state-of-the-art Cruise
Terminal 3. The terminal will be homeport to Carnival
Cruise Line’s newest and largest XL-class cruise ship
“Mardi Gras” and the HYDRA-type SPBBs will be
capable to serve all current and future Carnival cruise
vessels at this terminal.
Design and manufacture will take place in Spain and
the structural parts will be transported to Port
Canaveral where the SPBBs will be assembled. When
the installation is completed Port Canaveral will have a
total of eight ADELTE SPBBs in operation at the cruise
terminals 3, 5, 6 and 10.

PORT MIAMI – USA

BRIDGES FOR THE PEARL OF MIAMI
ADELTE has been contracted by Port Miami (Miami Dade County) to deliver two symmetrical SEDNA-type SPBBs for NCL’s new
Cruise Terminal B and one SEDNA-type SPBB for Cruise Terminal C. The two SPBBs for Cruise Terminal B will be delivered in time for
the inauguration of NCL’s new iconic terminal, which will be known as the “Pearl of Miami”. The SPBB for Cruise Terminal C will be
delivered later in 2020. All three SPBBs will be capable to operate with the current and future cruise vessels, including those with
overhanging lifeboats, and the design and manufacture will take place in ADELTE’s offices and manufacture facility in Spain. When
the systems are installed, Port Miami will have a total of eight ADELTE SPBBs in operation at the cruise terminals B, C, D and F.

SAVONA - ITALY

GETTING READY FOR LARGER
COSTA SHIPS
ADELTE has been contracted last year by Costa Crociere to deliver by the
end of 2019 two SPBBs at the Palacrociere terminal in the Port of Savona.
The HYDRA-type SPBBs will replace the PEGASUS units ADELTE delivered
in 2003 and will be capable to operate with current and future new
generation cruise vessels, including those vessels with overhanging life
boats. This is ADELTE’s third project for Costa Crociere in Savona, having
previously delivered a total of three SPBBs to the cruise terminals in the
Italian port.
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BÉJAÏA - ALGERIA / COLONIA DEL SACRAMENTO - URUGUAY

FERRY GOOD BOARDING
ADELTE has recently installed two KRONUS boarding bridges at the new Maritime Passenger Terminal in Béjaïa, Algeria’s second
largest commercial port. ADELTE was contracted in 2017 by the Port Authority of Béjaïa to design, manufacture and install these
boarding bridges which are the first of its kind to be installed at an Algerian port. The new ferry terminal is designed to service
ferry passengers travelling to and from various countries in the Mediterranean, like Tunisia, Italy and France.

At the Passenger Terminal in Colonia del
Sacramento, Uruguay, ADELTE has recently
delivered two state-of-the art CENTAURUS
passenger boarding bridges.
These boarding bridges are the first of its kind to
be installed at a South-American port. The ferry
terminal is designed to service ferry passengers
travelling to and from Buenos Aires, Argentina.

CIVITAVECCHIA – ITALY

AMERIGO VESPUCCI IS COMPLETE
At the new Amerigo Vespucci cruise terminal, owned by Rome Cruise Terminal (RCT) in the port of Civitavecchia, ADELTE
has installed two SPBBs. The first unit was delivered before the terminal inauguration and the second unit last December.
In this project, SPBB models are HYDRA with glass sided tunnels, designed to combine with the glamorous terminal
building, and equipped with elevation and translation systems to allow large tolerances and meet the requirements of the
largest new generation cruise ships.

ADELTE WINS PRESTIGIOUS SEATRADE CRUISE AWARD
“SUPPLIER OF THE YEAR 2018”
During Seatrade Med which was held last September in Lisbon ADELTE won
the prestigious Seatrade Cruise Award “Supplier of the Year”. With the award,
the jury recognized ADELTE’s achievement in delivering a total of 19 SPBBs to
Cruise and Ferry Terminals around the world. Cruise terminals in Barcelona,
Cherbourg, Civitavecchia, Lisbon, Southampton, Port Miami, Port of Seattle,
Keelung, Incheon, Taipei and a Ferry terminal in Brodick, received one or
multiple boarding bridges from August 2017 up until the end of July 2018.

We are enormously proud to receive this award from the cruise
industry. After winning this award for the first time in 2008, we are
once again delighted to be recognized for our commitment to
deliver innovative and tailor-made Seaport Passenger Boarding
Bridges and Global Services to enhance Cruise and Ferry terminal
operations all around the world.
Jordi Floreta - Vice-President at ADELTE
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